Planning Staff Report to
Design Review Board - Urban
November 17, 2021
for the December 2, 2021 Public Hearing
Docket Number:

21-873

Applicant:

Rob Couch, McMillan Pazdan Smith Architecture

Property Owner:

660 S. Main QOZB LLC (Richard Lynch)

Property Location:

660 S. Main Street

Tax Map Number:

0070000302000

Acreage:

.08

Zoning:

C-4, Central Business District;

Proposal:

Exterior modifications & rehabilitation of existing building

Staff Recommendation:

Approve with conditions

Applicable Sections of the City of Greenville Code of Ordinances:
Sec. 19-2.3.8 Certificate of Appropriateness
Staff Analysis:
The applicant proposes the rehabilitation of an existing building, which includes the addition of one new
entry door on Main Street, two new storefront entrances on River Street, and one new exterior stair on
Boggs Street, to accommodate new commercial tenant space. Renovation includes the removal and
replacement of the Main Street storefront and all windows, the removal of existing metal siding on the
Main Street façade, refurbishment of all tile and stucco veneer to better reflect the historic detailing, and
the removal and replacement of all gutters. The renovation includes a new wood or composite cornice to
match the historic detail, refurbishment of the historic sign, and refurbishment of canvas awnings on the
Main Street façade.
The project is in the C-4, West End Historic District.
The scope of work and provided materials are as follows:
•

S. Main Street façade:
o

Addition of new wood or composite cornice, consistent with original cornice design.

o

Replacement of existing second floor windows with aluminum-clad wood windows to
match historic photos.

o

Removal of existing aluminum siding and the addition of new stone tile material to match
original façade in size and finish, but with a more subdued color.

•

•

o

Removal and replacement of an historic aluminum storefront and incorporation of a new
glass door into the historic storefront for second floor access.

o

Refurbishment of existing canvas awning with new canvas to match existing color and
pattern.

o

Refurbishment of existing metal box sign with new lights and paint to match original intent.

River Street façade
o

All stucco will be repaired and repainted

o

Second floor windows will be removed and replaced with aluminum-clad wood windows
to match historic photos.

o

Two storefront openings will be added towards the rear of the building to provide second
floor accessibility via elevator and egress from the first-floor tenant space. These
storefronts are designed for compatibility with the historic storefront.

o

A mural is proposed to be located in the blank portion of the facade in place of the former
Army Navy Store painted signage. Applicant is requesting approval of mural placement
only.

o

Existing gutters and downspouts will be removed and replaced with half-round gutters and
round downspouts.

Boggs Street façade
o

All existing brick will be repointed and new stucco will be applied as necessary.

o

Existing infill will be removed from historic window and door openings. New aluminumclad wood windows to match River Street façade and a new aluminum-clad wood egress
door will replace the openings on the second floor. The opening on the first floor will be
replaced with a new storefront window into the elevator lobby.

o

A new metal egress stair will be added to the rear of the building. SHPO has requested
that the proposed design be simplified, and the applicant has requested conditional
approval with the intention of resubmitting the final design to staff for approval prior to
permit submittal.

This project is subject to final approval from the National Parks Service as a certified historic structure as
well as approval from the State Historic Preservation Office, and as such the applicant requests
conditional approval with the intent to submit final materials, colors, fixtures, and details to staff for
approval prior to construction, and that final paint color selections be validated through an in-place
mockup to be approved by staff during construction. No improvements to the River Street sidewalk are
being requested for approval at this time.
Staff Analysis:
Overall, staff finds that the rehabilitations proposed for the historic structure are in keeping with the
Downtown Design Guidelines and Design Guidelines for the West End Historic District, will serve to
adequately refurbish the historic structure, and will improve the pedestrian experience along Main and
River Streets. Given that these improvements are subject to review by multiple authorities with jurisdiction
over historic structures, staff recognizes the need for periodic review of final materials and color palettes
as approvals are provided.

Per PUB 10 of the Downtown Design Guidelines, walls and fences should be designed to complement
the architectural character of adjacent buildings. Staff finds that the metal guardrail surrounding the new
stairs as proposed does not satisfy this requirement and creates an undesirable condition immediately
adjacent to the public realm. This condition should be mitigated with proper screening of the space below
the stairway and simplification of the guardrail as requested by SHPO.
Therefore, staff recommends approval with the following conditions:
1. Applicant shall submit final exterior stair guardrail design to staff for review and approval
prior to submitting for building permits.
2. Applicant shall submit final materials, colors, fixtures, and details to staff for review and
approval prior to construction.
3. Applicant shall coordinate an in-place mockup of final paint selections for staff review and
approval during construction.
4. Any signage for the tenants will require a separate sign permit and Certificate of
Appropriateness and must adhere to the sign regulations and Appendix J.
5. Any awning, sign, or similar nonstructural element protruding from the building façade
beyond the property line will require a separate Air Rights Encroachment Permit per
Ordinance Section 36-1(c).
6. This CA solely provides approval for the location of the proposed mural. Applicant shall
submit final artwork for review and approval by Art In Public Places Commission prior to
implementation.
7. This CA is limited to proposed improvements to the existing historic structure. All future
improvements to the surrounding public realm must be submitted to staff under a separate
CA application for review and approval.
8. Per the recent Section 19-1.11 LMO Text Amendment, an Affidavit of Substantial
Compliance must be signed and notarized by the property owner prior to the issuance of
the Certificate of Conformity.
9. This CA is considered a specific site development plan. As such, the CA issued for this
project shall be subject to Land Management Ordinance Section 19-2.2.14 Lapse of
approval/vested rights and the Vested Rights Act, Article 11, of Chapter 29, Title 6, of the
Code of Laws of South Carolina, 1976 (S.C. Code §§ 6-29-1510 et seq.). The CA shall be
valid for a period of two years from the date of approval by the Board. The Vested Right
shall be granted up to five annual extensions upon a written request for an extension that
must be received from the applicant at least sixty (60) days before expiration, unless any
change or amendment to the land development ordinance or regulations of the City of
Greenville’s Code of Ordinances were to be amended that would no longer allow execution
of the site-specific development plan. At any time during the two-year period or any
subsequent Vested Rights extensions, the applicant may be granted a building permit from
the City Building Official. Should the CA expire at any time prior to the application for a
building permit, such permit shall not be issued until a current CA is provided.

Relevant Design Guidelines:
PRI 3. ENTRY

3.1
3.2
3.3
3.4
3.5
3.6
3.7
3.8
3.9

Locate entrances at active locations that enable and promote pedestrian walkability and
connectivity.
All public entrances that face the public realm must be designed to accommodate all
levels of physical ability.
Enhance the design of entry areas with materials, architectural and landscape features
such as outdoor gathering spaces, coverings, lighting and landscape elements so that
they are clearly identified and will attract and guide pedestrians.
Entry glass must be highly transparent using non-reflective and minimally tinted glass.
Entries must be designed to pronounce their purpose as a destination while not
overwhelming the scale, massing and articulation of the rest of the building.
For retail building uses, recess or cover entrances to provide shelter and articulate the
point of entry.
For buildings on corner lots, locate entrances at the corner to anchor the intersection
and create a seamless transition that captures pedestrian activity from both street
frontages..
Residential uses at the ground floor level must include entrances that face the public
realm.
Use lower scale buildings or building elements to transition taller buildings towards lower
scale buildings on adjacent properties.

PRI 4. ACTIVATED GROUND FLOOR
4.1
Maximize the transparency of the ground floor to the street level to allow views of the
use and activity within the building.
4.2
Use of darkly tinted and/or reflective glass is prohibited.
4.3
Locate publicly accessible commercial spaces, not private spaces, along the ground
floor to facilitate a safer and more vibrant environment for pedestrians.
4.4
Maintain the simplicity of access to commercial and retail areas to avoid unnecessary or
circuitous travel.
4.5
Provide ground floor design elements that promote pedestrian activity; for example,
windows, retail displays, art, landscaping, canopy covering, etc.
4.6
Ensure that landscaping does not create a visual barrier between the building’s interior
and pedestrians.
4.7
Use security systems that do not require the use of security bars or grilles.
4.8
Corner buildings have at least two façades visibly exposed to the street and should be
designed to respond to their more prominent locations.
PRI 5. ARTICULATION
5.1
Articulate buildings with dimensions that promote a sense of human scale.
5.2
Use horizontal and vertical articulation to help define and differentiate the street level of
the building and to express façade widths that are compatible with adjacent context.
5.3
Enhance the design and better unify the architectural relationship within an area by
complementing the articulation of adjacent buildings.
5.4
A design must have a proper balance of articulation. Lack of variety is discouraged.
However, design elements and materials must work together to create a unified whole.
5.5
Where balconies are used, ensure that they are at a scale that they can be used as
open space. False balconies that serve no purpose beyond decoration should not be
permitted.
5.6
Avoid large, monotonous façades.
5.7
For buildings on corner lots, accentuate the corner’s unique location with architectural
features that actively engage the public realm and create a visual presence at the
corner, such as:

• Chamfered or rounded corners
• Projecting and recessed balconies and entrances,
• Accentuating features such as embellished doorways and volumetric manipulations
(e.g., corner tower),
• Enhanced window designs that may include floor-to-ceiling windows, display
windows, clerestory windows, or distinctive glass design or colors.
PRI 6. MATERIALITY
6.1
Use high quality materials that are chosen to be compatible with their surrounding
context but also to elevate the existing diversity and character of the area.
6.2
Materials used within proximity to pedestrian areas must have the durability to withstand
heightened activity and wear.
6.3
Reuse existing or refurbished materials.
6.4
Use materials that convey a sense of human scale; that is, meant to be experienced by
the pedestrian, not vehicular, user.
6.5
Use authentic materials. When this is not possible, ensure that synthetic materials
realistically convey the materials that they represent.
6.6
While excessive uniformity and monotony are discouraged, variations in materials and
colors must be composed and balanced to create a unified whole.
6.7
Use light colored (high albedo) materials for roofing and landscaping to reflect radiant
heat.
6.8
Brighter, bolder colors (including corporate branding colors) may be applied to areas or
elements of the building where they are secondary in application compared to the main
body or features of the building (such as signage, canopies, or accent trim), or are
otherwise applied in ways that do not dominate the overall color palette or cause the
building to look out of place relative to the area. Counteract stronger colors by
integrating natural materials and textures into the overall design.
6.WE West End Historic District: Brighter colors may be applied more predominantly to
contribute positively to a more vibrant, exciting setting but must still be coordinated with
the building composition and surrounding character.
PRI 7. ARCHITECTURAL LIGHTING
7.1
Use light fixtures to accent and complement architectural elements.
7.2
Enhance building architecture with lighting. Incorporate accent lighting into the building
design to create visual interest, depth and shadows. Ensure lighting does not have an
adverse impact on adjacent properties and pedestrian areas.
7.3
Use shielded fixture housings to direct light distribution to pedestrian areas and to
prevent trespass onto adjacent properties. For complex projects, lighting specialists
should be retained to ensure light pollution will not adversely affect adjacent properties.
7.4
Lighting of building façades is discouraged if the lighting contributes to light pollution and
off-site trespass. In-ground up lighting should not shine directly into pedestrian areas.
7.5
Safety and security of the building and surrounding area should be enhanced through
lighting design.
7.6
Light source color selection must be considered so that lighting is not harsh and
unpleasant or incompatible with other area lighting sources.
7.7
Nighttime lighting of tall building signs, as well as of distinctive building tops, is
encouraged and the two should be integrated. Lighting of tall building signs should
include backlighting that creates a “halo” around the skylight sign. Backlighting may be
combined with other types of lighting.

7.WE West End Historic District: Lighting of building signs in the West End Historic District
should be playful and promote lively energy and excitement.
PRI 11. EXISTING ARCHITECTURE
11.1 Buildings that are considered contributing to the West End Preservation Overlay District,
or listed on the National Register of Historic Places are encouraged to consider
rehabilitation, restoration, preservation, reconstruction or complementary additions. The
National Park Service provides a comprehensive source of material that can assist
owners with how to work with historic properties.
11.2 Maintain existing features, details and windows that contribute to the existing character
of the building and its adjacent area
11.3 Additions and renovations must be respectful of a building’s original architectural
character.
11.4 An addition should not damage or obscure architecturally important features of the
existing building.
11.5 Additions must be visually distinctive from the original building so that new and old
elements can be distinguished from one another.
11.6 Rooftop additions to existing buildings should be set back from the primary façade so
that new and old elements can be distinguished from one another and the scale of the
original building can be perceived.
11.7 Additions must be subordinate in scale and character to the original building.
11.8 An application for building demolition must be accompanied by a post-demolition site
plan.
11.9 Inappropriate coating treatments are a major cause of damage to historic masonry
buildings and should not be permitted. Applying any waterproof coating to existing brick
exterior walls can cause interior and exterior damage. The National Park Service
provides guidance on coating treatments for historic masonry buildings.
11.WE West End Historic District: Many buildings within this district are considered to be
contributing assets to the West End Historic District. Buildings that are considered as
such must not be demolished and should instead be adapted and reused. The City’s
Planning and Development Office can assist in determining which buildings are
considered to be contributing assets.

Design Guidelines for West End Historic Overlay District
Building Mass, Scale and Form
WE.3 Building materials for new construction should be similar to materials seen traditionally.
A. Materials should appear similar to those used traditionally.
• Brick was the traditional material and is preferred for new construction.
• Wood and metal were used for window, door and storefront surrounds and should
be continued in new construction.
• New materials will be considered on a case-by-case basis. If used, they should
appear similar in character to those used traditionally. For example, stucco, cast
stone and concrete should be detailed to provide human scale.
• New materials should have a demonstrated durability. For example, some façade
materials used in new construction are most susceptible to weather and simply do
not last as long as stone or brick.
B. A simple material finish is encouraged for a large expanse of wall plane.

• A matte, or non-reflective, finish is preferred.
• Polished stone and mirrored glass, for example, should be avoided as primary
materials.
Architectural Character
WE.4 The street level of a building should be pedestrian friendly.
A. Develop the ground floor level of a project to encourage pedestrian activity.
• Provide at least one of the following along primary pedestrian ways:
- A storefront
- Display cases
- Public art
- Landscaping
- Decorative wall surfaces
• Include traditional elements such as display windows, kickplates and transoms on
commercial storefronts.
• Avoid a blank wall or vacant lot appearance.
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November 15, 2021
City of Greenville
Planning & Development Department
Design Review Board Urban Panel
Re:

660 S. Main Street
DRB Architectural Review
Description of Request

Staff and Board Members:
McMillan Pazdan Smith and 660 S. Main QOZB LLC respectfully request Urban Design
Review Board approval for the proposed development at 660 S. Main Street, also
known as the Greenville Army Navy Building.
The building is a two-story brick structure with basement that is significant as a
contributing property to the commercial development of the West End Commercial
Historic District, which was listed in the National Register in 1991 with a period of
significance from ca. 1869 - ca. 1939. The rehabilitation work will be partially financed
by State and Federal Historic Tax Credits and, as such, will be subject to the Secretary
of the Interior’s Standards for Rehabilitation, as applicable. The building received
National Park Service (NPS) Part 1 approval as a certified historic structure for
rehabilitation purposes on March 4, 2021. On October 26, 2021, the proposed design
received a recommendation of preliminary approval of the project with conditions from
the State Historic Preservation Office (SHPO).
The proposed rehabilitation of the building includes conversion from a retail store with
storage on the second floor and basement into two floors and basement of commercial
tenant space. The project is dedicated to retaining as many historic elements as
possible while incorporating newly required egress and life safety elements. Exterior
modifications to the building include the following:
1. S. Main Street (South) Façade:
a. The missing cornice will be replaced with a new wood or composite
cornice, consistent with the original cornice as shown in historic photos.
b. Existing non-compatible second floor windows will be replaced with new
1-over-1 aluminum-clad wood windows to match earlier windows shown
in historic photos.
c. Existing aluminum siding that was installed many years ago to cover the
ca. 1940 buff/pink tile storefront surround will be removed. All existing
visible tile is either missing or damaged, and it is assumed that all tiles
will need to be replaced. The tile will be replaced with a new tile in the
same finish and size as the original, but in a more subdued color.
400 augusta street, suite 200, greenville, sc 29601
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d. The historic aluminum storefront will be replaced with a compatible
replacement. A new glass door at the east side of the storefront will be
sensitively incorporated into the historic storefront to provide access to
the second floor of the building.
e. The existing storefront awning and housing will be retained and
refurbished with a new canvas awning installed within the housing to
match the existing fabric color and pattern.
f. The existing “Army Navy Store” metal box sign will be refurbished with
new light bulbs and paint to match the original. It is understood that the
sign does not meet the City’s sign ordinance; however, special
consideration is requested as this element is central to the historical
significance of the overall structure.
2. River Street (West) Façade:
a. All stucco will be repaired and repainted.
b. Existing non-compatible second floor windows will be replaced with new
2-over-1 arched head aluminum-clad wood windows to match earlier
windows shown in historic photos.
c. Two new, small storefront openings will be added towards the rear of
the building. One will provide access to a new elevator lobby to make
the second floor accessible, and the other to provide a required second
means of egress from the first-floor tenant space. The new storefronts
are designed with a base panel and transom to be compatible with the
historic storefront.
d. A new mural is proposed for the blank stucco wall in place of the former
Army Navy Store painted signage. We request approval of the mural
placement only. Final approval of the mural will be made through the
Arts in Public Places Commission.
e. Existing ogee style gutters and embossed rectangular downspouts will
be replaced with new half-round gutters and round downspouts.
3. Boggs Street (North) Façade:
a. All existing brick will be re-pointed, and new stucco applied as
necessary.
b. Existing infill material will be removed from historic window and door
openings. A new aluminum-clad wood arched top window to match the
west façade windows along with a compatible aluminum-clad wood
arched top egress door will replace the infilled openings at the second
floor. On the first floor, the opening at the east will be replaced with a
door to access a new storage and utility room, while the west opening
will be replaced with a new storefront window into the elevator lobby to
match the new west façade storefront.
c. A new metal egress stair will be added to the rear of the building. The
stair will be largely transparent and clad with wire mesh panels. SHPO
has requested that the design of this stair be simplified. As such, we
request as a condition of approval that the final design of the stair be
submitted for staff approval with a two-member DRB committee prior to
submitting for building permit.
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As the project is subject to final NPS approval, we request as a condition of approval
that final materials, colors, fixtures, and details be submitted for staff approval with a
two-member DRB committee prior to construction. We also request as a condition of
approval that final paint color selections be validated through an in-place mockup to
be approved by staff during construction. Additionally, all final tenant and
development signage will be submitted as a separate application. It is also noted that
the property owner is working with City staff on the potential widening of the River
Street sidewalk. Although this is represented in the attached drawings, the sidewalk
widening and new landscaping is not intended as part of this request for approval.
We appreciate your consideration of this project. Please do not hesitate to call if you
have questions or require additional information.
Sincerely,

Rob Couch
Attachments

400 augusta street, suite 200, greenville, sc 29601
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STUCCO PAINT COLOR RANGE/ OPTION
BENJAMIN MOORE OR APPROVED EQUAL

STUCCO PAINT COLOR RANGE/ OPTION
BENJAMIN MOORE OR APPROVED EQUAL

RECTANGULAR WIRE MESH
MCNICHOLS OR APPROVED EQUAL

EXTERIOR WALL SCONCE
WAC LIGHTING TUBE ARCHITECTURAL
OR APPROVED EQUAL

WINDOW CLADDING, NEW STOREFRONT, GUTTER
AND DOWNSPOUT COLOR RANGE/ OPTION
BENJAMIN MOORE OR APPROVED EQUAL

WINDOW CLADDING, NEW STOREFRONT, GUTTER
AND DOWNSPOUT COLOR RANGE/ OPTION
BENJAMIN MOORE OR APPROVED EQUAL
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A-012
MATERIAL BOARD

LEGEND
BOGGS ST.
EXISTING CONSTRUCTION
EXISTING CONSTRUCTION TO BE REMOVED

RIVER ST.

EXISTING BRICK INFILL TO BE REMOVED

BASEMENT DEMO PLAN

FIRST FLOOR DEMO PLAN

SECOND FLOOR DEMO PLAN
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A-101
DEMOLITION PLANS

(2) PARKING SPACES
BOGGS ST.
GREASE TRAP BELOW
NEW EXTERIOR STEEL STAIR
2500 LB MRL ELEVATOR, 8' - 4" W. x
5' - 9" D.

NEW PLANTING ZONE
NOT IN SCOPE

STG/UTILITY
112 SF

UP

LOBBY
78 SF

10' - 6 1/4"

10' - 6 1/4"

DN

8' - 10 1/2" 7' - 9 5/8" 11' - 3 3/8"

BASEMENT
1,421 SF

100' - 11"

101' - 4"

RIVER ST.

TENANT A
2,441 SF

58' - 0 3/8"

ENLARGED SIDEWALK
NOT IN SCOPE

58' - 0 3/8"

52' - 2 5/8"

8' - 10 1/2" 7' - 9 5/8" 11' - 3 3/8"

TENANT B
2,687 SF
27' - 11 1/2"

27' - 11 1/2"
NEW PLANTING ZONE
NOT IN SCOPE

DN

DN

UP

16' - 10 5/8"

32' - 9 3/8"

15' - 5 3/4"

46' - 1 5/8"

TENANT A
1,273 SF

UP

27' - 11 1/2"

BASEMENT FLOOR PLAN

FIRST FLOOR PLAN

SECOND FLOOR PLAN
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NOTE: ALL DIMENSIONS ARE APPROXIMATE.

A-102
FLOOR PLANS

FUTURE HVAC EQUIPMENT LOCATIONS

NEW ROOF PLAN
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ROOF PLAN

LEGEND
EXISTING CONSTRUCTION
EXISTING CONSTRUCTION TO BE REMOVED
EXISTING BRICK INFILL TO BE REMOVED

EXISTING WINDOWS TO BE REMOVED (TYP.)

TRUSS BEARING
24' - 0"

EXISTING METAL SIDING TO BE REMOVED

TRUSS BEARING
24' - 0"

LEVEL 2
13' - 0"

LEVEL 2
13' - 0"

LEVEL 1
0' - 0"

LEVEL 1
0' - 0"

SOUTH ELEVATION DEMOLITION

NORTH ELEVATION DEMOLITION

EXISTING GUTTER AND DOWNSPOUTS TO BE REMOVED

EXISTING WINDOWS TO BE REMOVED (TYP.)

TRUSS BEARING
24' - 0"

LEVEL 2
13' - 0"

LEVEL 1
0' - 0"

WEST ELEVATION
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A-201
DEMOLITION ELEVATIONS

NEW WOOD OR COMPOSITE CORNICE TO
MATCH ORIGINAL
NEW ALUMINUM CLAD WOOD SINGLE HUNG
WINDOW
NEW ALUMINUM CLAD WOOD SINGLE HUNG
WINDOWS

TRUSS BEARING
24' - 0"

WALL SCONCE

TRUSS BEARING
24' - 0"

REFURBISHED SIGN

NEW STUCCO OVER EXISTING WALL
NEW EXTERIOR STEEL STAIR WITH PERFORATED
STEEL GUARDRAIL

NEW STONE TILE VENEER

LEVEL 2
13' - 0"

LEVEL 2
13' - 0"

REFURBISHED CANVAS AWNING

NEW HOLLOW METAL DOOR WITH
TRANSOM IN EXISTING OPENING

NEW ENTRY DOOR

LEVEL 1
0' - 0"

LEVEL 1
0' - 0"

NEW ALUMINUM STOREFRONT TO MATCH
ORIGINAL

SOUTH ELEVATION

NORTH ELEVATION

NEW ALUMINUM HALF ROUND GUTTER AND
DOWNSPOUTS

NEW ALUMINUM CLAD WOOD SINGLE HUNG
WINDOWS

REPAIRED STUCCO FACADE

TRUSS BEARING
24' - 0"

NEW EXTERIOR STEEL STAIR WITH PERFORATED
STEEL GUARDRAIL

REFURBISHED CANVAS AWNING

LEVEL 2
13' - 0"
NEW STEEL STOREFRONT ENTRANCE
AREA OF NEW PAINTED MURAL DESIGN
NOT IN SCOPE

LEVEL 1
0' - 0"

WEST ELEVATION
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A-202
ELEVATIONS

